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Reader's Guide 
1. Music and Creativity: 
•How does the mention of the flying surf van 
and the revving up of its engines add a 

musical element to the story? 
• If you were to create a soundtrack for Koa's adventures, 

what instruments and melodies would you include? 
2. Arts and Sketching: 
• Auntie Donna sketches characters and scenes. What 

role does art play in bringing stories to life? 
• If you could sketch a character or scene from the book, 

what would it look like? 
3. Dance and Adventure: 
• Imagine the characters dancing to celebrate their 

adventures. How would you choreograph a dance 
inspired by Koa and his friends' journey? 

4. S.T.E.A.M. and Environmental Stewardship: 
• How does the idea of creating Surf Soup TV involve 

S.T.E.A.M. elements? (Science, Technology, 
Engineering, Arts, and Mathematics) 

• In what ways do Koa and his friends promote 
environmental stewardship through their creative 
endeavors? 

5. Unity and the Power of Uniqueness: 
• How does the incorporation of magical wigs into the 

show represent unity and the power of uniqueness? 
• Why do you think it's important for characters like Koa 

to embrace and celebrate their uniqueness? 
6. Compassion and Alopecia: 



• How does Koa's gesture of donating his hair to a friend 
facing challenges due to alopecia demonstrate 
compassion? 

• In what ways can we show compassion and support for 
friends and others facing difficult situations? 

7. Reflection on Dreams: 
• How does the dragonfly's whisper reignite Koa's dream 

of creating Surf Soup TV? 
• Can you share a dream or goal that inspires you, just 

like Koa's dream? 
8. Final Volume and New Beginnings: 
• What emotions do you think Koa, his friends, and the 

dragonfly feel as they embark on a new chapter in their 
adventures? 

• How does the magic of their hair and the power of their 
unity continue to inspire children around the world? 

9. Author's Message: 
• Reflect on the heartfelt message from the author. How 

can the magic of Surf Soup inspire young minds to 
dream, create, and cherish uniqueness? 

• Can you think of ways you, along with others, can make 
the world a more wondrous place?


